
ALICE JOLLY
WINS 

the £1,000 Royal Society of Literature  
V.S. Pritchett Memorial Prize 2014

with her short story 
Ray the Rottweiler

Judges Dame Margaret Drabble, Tibor Fischer and Helen Oyeyemi have selected 
the winning short story for the V.S. Pritchett Memorial Prize 2014. The prize, now 
in its fourteenth year, is awarded for the year’s best unpublished short story.

Ray the Rottweiler, written by Alice Jolly, the winner of this year’s V. S. Pritchett 
Memorial Prize, was praised by Margaret Drabble as a ‘haunting but wholly convincing 
story about people on the margins of society, coping as best they can with difficult 
lives. It is authentic, offbeat and touching, with a strongly individual narrative voice.’ 
Tibor Fischer thought it ‘a poignant tale’, and Helen Oyeyemi felt the story was 
‘engaging, affecting, speaking vividly of the unexpected sympathies that emerge 
between people.’ 
 
The runner-up is Esther Woolfson for her story Eggshells. Helen Oyeyemi noted 
‘its appealingly contemplative tone‘ and Margaret Drabble declared that it ‘cleverly 
encompasses a great deal of time in a short space...and sets its narrator off on an 
adventurous flight.’

PRESS RELEASE

History of the prize
The V.S. Pritchett Memorial Prize was founded by the RSL at the beginning of the new millennium to 
commemorate the centenary of an author widely regarded as the finest English short story writer of 
the 20th century, and to preserve a tradition encompassing Pritchett’s mastery of narrative.

In addition to her £1,000 prize, the winner also appeared at an RSL event with author A.L. Kennedy 
on Tuesday 11 November. The winning story will appear in the RSL Review and will be published in 
Prospect Magazine.



The winner and runner-up
Alice Jolly is a novelist and playwright. What The Eye Doesn’t See (2003, Simon & Schuster) 
was her first novel and was followed by If Only You Knew (2006, Simon & Schuster). She has 
been commissioned to write two plays (What’s Love Got To Do With It? and You People) by the 
Cheltenham Everyman. Both plays have been performed at the Everyman, the Fiesta in the 
Park and the Cheltenham Festival of Literature. Her prize-winning short stories and poems 
have been published in a wide range of anthologies and magazines. She has broadcast for 
Radio 4 and her articles have appeared in the Guardian, the Mail on Sunday, the Bulletin and 
the New Writer. Alice teaches creative writing at Oxford University, leads writing workshops 
in schools and is currently working on a new novel. She is a trustee of Red Dog Theatre 
Company in Stroud. Jolly, on winning, commented: ‘I am honoured to have been awarded this 
prestigious prize and I would like to thank the RSL and V.S. Pritchett’s family for creating this 
opportunity for writers.  This prize comes at an important moment as I am crowd funding for 
my memoir Dead Babies and Seaside Towns which will be published by Unbound in 2015. You 
can find out more at http://unbound.co.uk/books/dead-babies-and-seaside-towns. I am also 
glad that Ray the Rottweiler, the eccentric character of my story, will now be introduced to a 
wider audience.  In my rural childhood there were many odd and difficult people like Ray who 
lived at the end of long country lanes.  I suppose my question is – now that traditional rural 
life has all but evaporated, what place can there be for people like him?’

Esther Woolfson’s critically acclaimed short stories have appeared in many anthologies 
including New Writing Scotland and several volumes of Scottish Short Stories and have been 
read on Radio 4. She has won prizes for them and for nature writing including Scottish 
Arts Council Travel Grant, the Waterstone’s/Arvon short prize prize and this year she 
was shortlisted for the RSL Ondaatje Prize for Field Notes From a Hidden City, about the 
relationship between the urban and the ‘wild’. Woolfson declared ‘I’m absolutely delighted 
that my story has been recognised in this way. Short stories have been part of my life from 
reading my father’s copies of the New Yorker when I was a child to the day when my own 
first story was published. In the past few years, I‘ve been writing non-fiction so it’s a special 
privilege to have a work of fiction chosen for an award in the name of that most distinguished 
of writers, V.S.Pritchett.’

The Royal Society of Literature
With around 20 events every year, the RSL presents talks and conversations from some of the most 
exciting writers working in the English Language. Forthcoming speakers include Marion Coutts, 
Mark Doty, Robert Douglas-Fairhurst, Andrew Motion, Lionel Shriver, Ali Smith and Kate 
Tempest. Events take place at Somerset House and other venues in London and with partner 
organisations such as the National Portrait Gallery and King’s College London. The RSL also offers a 
programme of Masterclasses in collaboration with the Booker Prize Foundation. 

In addition to the V.S. Pritchett Memorial Prize, the RSL awards annually the RSL Ondaatje Prize, three 
RSL Jerwood Awards for Non-Fiction (for first major commissioned works) and RSL Brookleaze Grants. 
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